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Biomimetic fracture model of lizard tail autotomy
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Lizard tail autotomy is an antipredator strategy consisting of sturdy attachment at regular times but
quick detachment during need. We propose a biomimetic fracture model of lizard tail autotomy using
multiscale hierarchical structures. The structures consist of uniformly distributed micropillars with
nanoporous tops, which recapitulate the high-density mushroom-shaped microstructures found on the
lizard tail’s muscle fracture plane. The biomimetic experiments showed adhesion enhancement when
combining nanoporous interfacial surfaces with flexible micropillars in tensile and peel modes. The
fracture modeling identified micro- and nanostructure-based toughening mechanisms as the critical
factor. Under wet conditions, capillarity-assisted energy dissipation pertaining to liquid-filled microgaps
and nanopores further increased the adhesion performance. This research presents insights on lizard tail
autotomy and provides new biomimetic ideas to solve adhesion problems.

F
ormillions of years, the constant struggle
for survival has driven lizards to evolve
a defense mechanism known as tail or
caudal autotomy (1, 2). This autotomy
has a seemingly paradoxical nature: sturdy

attachment at normal times but quick detach-
ment during need. As an explanation of tail
autotomy, previous studies have reported the
segmented anatomy of the lizard tail with
functional fracture planes (3, 4) in skeletal

muscles throughout the postpygal vertebrae
(for details, see supplementary text 1). The frac-
ture planes consist of the bulged-out distal
ends ofmuscle fibers arranged as highly dense,
mushroom-shaped micropillars (separated by
connective tissue) (3, 4) with a role in autotomy
that is still not understood quantitatively.
From an engineering perspective, a typical

fracture plane would make the tail overly vul-
nerable to fracture, even in situations that are

not life threatening. In reality, the tail remains
sturdily and faithfully connected to the body
part, quickly detaching only when the lizard
wills it. Simplistic fracture models of lizard tail
autotomy cannot resolve the tail’s attachment’s
seemingly paradoxical nature. A proteomic
study (3) on the fluid that was released after
Tokay gecko tail autotomy revealed an absence
of any protein-breaking chemicals, thus sug-
gesting amechanical fractureproblem.Tounder-
stand the biophysics of lizard tail autotomy, we
analyzed the fracture plane connections of three
different lizard species:Hemidactylus flaviviridis
(Gekkonidae), Cyrtopodion scabrum (Gekkonidae),
and Acanthodactylus schmidti (Lacertidae).
Fig. 1A shows the autotomy location in the

H. flaviviridis individual’s tail and illustrates
the segmented nature of the tail connected
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Fig. 1. Scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) image of the auto-
tomized interface of an
H. flaviviridis tail. (A) Autotom-
ized tail location (scale bar,
1.5 cm). Segmented tail morphology
(scale bar, 1 cm) shows region P,
representing the proximal part
of the tail, and region D, repre-
senting the distal part (scale bar,
0.5 cm), in a plug-and-socket type
assembly (scale bar, 1 mm).
(B) SEM of the distal (D) part
showing the wedge-shaped
tissues with highly dense
mushroom-shaped microstruc-
tures (scale bar, 1 mm). The
enlarged portion shows the
mushroom-shaped micropillared
arrangement (scale bar, 100 mm)
with the single mushroom top
indicated as MT (scale bar, 10 mm)
containing the nanopores (NP)
and nanobeads (NB) (scale bar,
1 mm). SEM of region P (scale bar,
1 mm) shows the corresponding
MT imprints indicated as MTI
(scale bar, 100 mm). The single
MTI (scale bar, 10 mm) shows a
planar topology (scale bar, 1 mm).
(C) Hypothesized model of the
lizard tail interface between two
complementary segments before
fracture, consisting of micropil-
lared nanoporous top connections at the wedge-shaped tissue faces.
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through a “plug-and-socket” sort assembly. The
distal part contains eight (two ventral, four
lateral, and two dorsal) circumferentially ar-
rangedwedge-shapedmuscle bundles, whereas
the proximal part encloses the corresponding
complementary grooves or pockets lined with
layers of connective tissue (myosepta). Fig. 1B
shows the high-density mushroom-shapedmicro-
pillars (muscle fibers with dilated termini) on
thewedge-shapedmuscle bundle and the com-
plementarypocketswhere thewedges remained
inserted before fracture. Microcomputer tomog-
raphy of the fractured tail (H. flaviviridis in-
dividual) showed fragmented intravertebral
fracture planes located in close proximity to
the wedge-shapedmuscle fracture planes (see
supplementary text 2). The enlarged portions
within Fig. 1B show the associatedmushroom
top with dense nanopores and scanty nano-
beads constituting the interface. The magni-
fied view of the complementary pockets shows
the planarmushroom top imprints in themyo-
septum resulting from its surface contact–
based attachment with the mushroom top
in vivo. These surface imprints implied that
the mushroom tops were not penetrating the
proximal part, aswould be the case for stronger
tail attachment. Instead, the lizard has adopted
a different strategy for tail attachment at the
interface composed of the surface contact–
based attachment with microscale and nano-
scale discontinuities. Thus, we hypothesize
a model of how the distal tail section could
have been attached to the proximal one before
fracture, in which mushroom-shaped micro-
structures contact the opposite surface with
their nanoporous tops, as schematically illus-
trated in Fig. 1C.

These multiscale hierarchical features cor-
relatedwith design strategies extensively found
innature (for examples, see supplementary text
3) that imply toughening mechanisms associ-
ated with micro- and nanoscale structural fea-
tures. The high-speed video analysis showed
that the tail’s bending actuated the fracture
(movies S3 and S4 and supplementary text 4).
By contrast, the tensile stretching of the tail
showed no fracture at all (Fig. 2). Moreover,
on the basis of the H. flaviviridis specimens
analyzed (n = 7), it was also confirmed that
the tail should be grasped at least a short dis-
tance distal to the autotomy plane. This would
provide a sufficient pivot length about which
the muscles can favorably act. For A. schmidti,
the shorter pivot distance required more force
to induce the fracture (movie S5 and S6).
Tosupportourhypothesis,webuilt abiomimetic

model using polydimethylsiloxanemicropillars
with nanoporous tops in two different height
ranges: 1.75 to 30 mmas low-aspect-ratiomicro-
pillars and 30 to 100 mm as high-aspect-ratio
micropillars (Fig. 3, A and B). For both the low-
and high-aspect-ratio micropillars, the results
in Fig. 3, C to H and I to N (summarized in
table S1), show that adhesion energy and peak
force significantly decreased in peel mode (see
experimental details in supplementary text 5),
demonstrating the fracture’s mode-dependent
vulnerability. The difference in mode-dependent
results can be explained by the equal load sharing
of themicropillars (5), whichwas quantified by
comparing the associated characteristic stress
decay lengths (6, 7). We recorded a 17-fold dif-
ference between the modes (see the “Equal
load sharing calculation” section in supple-
mentary text 5). The mode-dependent find-

ings correlated with the experimental results
of the high-speed video analysis showing a
facile fracture in the bending mode.
Within each mode, a significant increase in

adhesion energy and peak force was obtained
at nanoporous top surfaces, thus validating the
role of micropillared nanoporous interface
in improving the adhesion performance. The
combined use of micropillared interface with
nanoporous top showed a significant adhe-
sion enhancement for both low-aspect ratio
micropillars (maximally, 7.9-fold in the ten-
sile mode and 4.5-fold in the peel mode) and
high-aspect ratio micropillars (maximally, 14.8-
fold in the tensile mode and 14-fold in the peel
mode) compared with the plain unstructured
interface. The enhancement effect of the nano-
porous interface can specifically be filtered out
by comparing the plain top and nanoporous top
pillars’ results, in which a significant adhesion
incrementwas recorded for both the low-aspect-
ratio micropillar (4.8-fold in the tensile mode
and 2.5-fold in the peel mode) and the high-
aspect-ratiomicropillar (1.4-fold in the tensile
mode and 2.1-fold in the peel mode).
The hierarchical toughening can be explained

as follows. First, the nanoporous-assisted con-
tact on top of the micropillars exerts a crack-
arresting effect that can be explained by the
crack initiation at multiple discontinuities plus
the coplanar Cook-Gordon mechanism (7, 8)
that imparted repulsive stress interactions be-
tween the vicinal coplanar cracks (8, 9) during
propagation. This greatly contributed toward
the intrinsic (10) fracture toughening mecha-
nism at the interface. Furthermore, multiple
nanolevel discontinuity-associated intermittent
crack propagations induced a coplanar Lake-
Thomas (8) effect that dissipated energy simi-
lar to bond rupturing in soft elastomer chains.
Second, the phenomenonof flaw insensitiveness
(5) caused by micropillar-based contact-splitting
phenomena also contributed to the increasing
adhesion through extrinsic (10) toughening
in tandemwith the nanopore-induced intrinsic
toughening. Last, as the micropillars’ height
increased, a considerably large amount of
strain energy was absorbed by the flexible
micropillars, improving the extrinsic toughen-
ing further (see the “Flaw insensitivity” and
“Effect of micropillar height” sections in sup-
plementary text 5). For the high-aspect-ratio
micropillars, the 100-mm-highmicropillars that
closely resembled the mushroom-like micro-
structures in terms of their aspect ratio showed
the highest adhesion energy and peak forces.
We also evaluated the effect of strain rate,

prestress, and wet conditions (see supplemen-
tary text 6) and found improvement in adhe-
sion performance in all cases. The adhesion
performance improvement in wet conditions
was attributed to the combined effect of micro-
scale and nanoscale liquid bridges (11) in dis-
sipating elastic energy, plus the spatially varying
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Fig. 2. High-speed analysis of tail autotomy. (A) Tensile mode, in which the tail was in the fully stretched
condition with the fulcrum distance between the fracture plane and the grasp point. No fracture initiation was
observed for the tensile stretching mode. (B) Bending mode, in which the tail was in the fully stretched
condition showing fracture initiation. Catastrophic fracture propagation was observed after the fracture
initiation in the bending mode.
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modulus during contact separation (12). Regard-
ing the prestress condition at the interface be-
fore fracture, we found a notable effect of the
prestress in restricting the fracture initiation
and propagation. On the basis of this finding,
we hypothesize that relieving the prestress by
the skeletal muscle fibers’ contraction (4) would
provide favorable autotomy conditions.
To analyze and compare the toughening

mechanism at the nanoscale and microscale
levels, we also performed cohesive zonemodel-
ing and submodeling (7). The contour plots in
Fig. 4 show the repulsive (9) stress interaction
between the primary and the secondary crack,

which was generated because of the subse-
quent nanopore-induced discontinuity (supple-
mentary text 7). The plain top micropillar
interface in Fig. 4, A and B, showed a single
crack front with a larger crack tip stress singu-
larity zone comparedwith the nanoporous top
in both the tensile mode (Fig. 4, C and E) and
the peel mode (Fig. 4, D and F). The stresses
were distributed through nanolevel disconti-
nuities, indicating intermittent crack propaga-
tion [as described in the coplanar version of the
Lake-Thomas effect (8)], with considerably less
crack tip singularity. Fig. 4, G andH, compare
the strain energy dissipation or release rate

and contact opening between the nanoporous
and plain top pillar interface. A decrease in the
strain energy release rate was found between
the concerned interfaces (54 and 48% for the
tensile and peel modes, respectively). Similarly,
a decrease in the contact opening was found
between the concerned interfaces (19 and 39%
for the tensile and peel modes, respectively),
illustrating the nanoporous interface’s intrin-
sic toughening effect.
Our studies based on two species of the

Gekkonidae and one species of the Lacertidae
lizard family revealed an essential role of the
highly dense mushroom-shaped micropillars
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Fig. 3. Adhesion test results using a biomimetic model. (A) Low-aspect-ratio
nanoporous top micropillars (50 mm in diameter, 1.75 mm in height). (B) High-
aspect-ratio nanoporous top micropillars (50 mm in diameter, 100 mm in height).
(C to H) Results for the low-aspect-ratio micropillars. Shown are force-
displacement curves [(C) and (D)], adhesion energy results [(E) and (F)], and

peak force results [(G) and (H)]. (I to N) Results for the high-aspect-ratio
micropillars. Shown are force-displacement curves of the fracture tests [(I)
and (J)], adhesion energy results [(K) and (L)], and peak force results [(M) and
(N)]. The sample number was n = 10 for each case. The error bars represent
SD. Each difference in the figure was significant with a P value < 0.05.
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with nanoporous top surfaces in tail autotomy.
These micropillars and nanopores establish
interfacial connections along the tail fracture
planes that are exposed to higher vulnerability
in bending mode than in tensile mode. How-

ever,within eachmode, the connections showed
toughening mechanisms with nanoporous top
micropillars that helped the tail avoid undue
breakage. The intrinsic tougheningmechanisms
were composed of nanolevel crack discontinu-

ities that assisted the coplanar version of the
Cook-Gordonmechanismand theLake-Thomas
effect. Furthermore, the increased height of
micropillars, as well as the flaw insensitivity
caused bymicrolevel discontinuities, contributed
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Fig. 4. Computational fracture modeling of a plain top versus nanoporous
micropillar interface. (A to D) Maximum principal stress contour plots for the
plain top micropillar (1.75 mm in height) in the tensile mode (A) and in the
peel mode (B) and for the nanoporous top micropillar in the tensile mode (C)

and in the peel mode (D). (E and F) Stress field interaction as a result of the
coplanar Cook-Gordon mechanism in the tensile mode (E) and in the peel mode
(F). (G and H) Strain energy dissipation rate and contact opening comparison
in the tensile mode (G) and in the peel mode (H).
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to the extrinsic toughening mechanisms. In wet
conditions, microscale and nanoscale liquid
bridges facilitated capillary-assisted and suction-
based energy dissipation. This, along with the
toughening mechanisms associated with direct
solid-solid contact, improved the adhesion per-
formance. Using thismultiscale interfacial strat-
egy, the lizard carefully balances attachment
and detachment, achieving the “just right” con-
nection in its tail that is neither too weak nor
too strong for its best chance of survival.
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